
XRAY−S−2200−PFXRAY−S−2200−PF

XRAY−S grippers are designed to handle a very wide range of products via strokes up 
to 350mm in length.  The ˆPF˜ version of the XRAY−S−2200 matches this part 
management flexibility with jaw position feedback.  Providing repeatability of ±0.0005 
in.(±0.0127 mm), the PF series allows part discrimination, stroke limitation (for quicker 
cycle times) and can even act as a ˆgo/no go˜ gauge. The PF can be ordered on a new 
unit or as  a field installable kit that is  easy to implement and very cost effective.

There are two different versions of the PF sensing kit.  The ˆPFA˜ offers an analog 
output of 0−10VDC.  The ˆPFD˜ offers a digital output, start/stop: RS−422 differential 
signal.  

Clearance for the external 
sensing kit must be 
accommodated when 
applying the XRAY−S−2200−
PF.

Position Feedback Gripper

60 mm
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Model Stroke Force/Jaw Output
XRAY-S-2200-200-PFA
XRAY-S-2200-350-PFA
TANDEM-XRAY-S-2200-200-PFA
TANDEM-XRAY-S-2200-350-PFA

200mm

350mm

2200N
350mm

0-10 VDC

200mm
2200N
4400N
4400N 0-10 VDC

0-10 VDC
0-10 VDC

Position Feedback Grippers with Analog Output

Field Installable Kits with Analog Output
Model Stroke Output
XS-KIT-2200-200-PFA
XS-KIT-2200-350-PFA

200mm
350mm

0-10 VDC
0-10 VDC

*Kits will fit on either single or tandem models

Model Stroke Force/Jaw Output
XRAY-S-2200-200-PFD
XRAY-S-2200-350-PFD
TANDEM-XRAY-S-2200-200-PFD
TANDEM-XRAY-S-2200-350-PFD

200mm

350mm

2200N
350mm

Start/Stop: RS-422 differential signal

200mm
2200N
4400N
4400N Start/Stop: RS-422 differential signal

Start/Stop: RS-422 differential signal
Start/Stop: RS-422 differential signal

Position Feedback Grippers with Digital Output

Field Installable Kits with Digital Output
Model Stroke Output
XS-KIT-2200-200-PFD
XS-KIT-2200-350-PFD

200mm
350mm

Start/Stop: RS-422 differential signal
Start/Stop: RS-422 differential signal

*Kits will fit on either single or tandem models

XRAY−S−2200−PFXRAY−S−2200−PF
Position Feedback Gripper
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XRAY−S−2200−PFXRAY−S−2200−PF
Position Feedback Gripper

The sensors used for the XRAY−S−2200−PF utilize a time−based magnetostrictive position 
sensing. Within the sensing element, a sonic−strain pulse is induced in a specially−designed 

magnetostrictive waveguide by the momentary interaction of two magnet fields.  One field comes 
from a movable permanent magnet that passes along the outside of the sensor.  The other field 
comes from an ˆinterrogation˜ current pulse applied along the waveguide.  The resulting strain 

pulse travels at ultrasonic speed along the waveguide and is detected at the head of the sensing 
element.  The position of the magnet is determined with high precision and speed by accurately 
measuring the elapsed time between the application of the interrogation pulse and the arrival of 
the resulting strain pulse and the arrival of the resulting strain pulse with a high speed counter. 
Using the elapsed time to determine position of the permanent magnet provides an absolute 
position reading that never needs recalibration of re−homing after a power loss.  Non−contact 

sensing eliminates wear, and guarantees the best durability and output repeatability.
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Parameters

Measured variable:

Resolution:

Non−Linearity:

Repeatability:

Outputs:

Update frequency:

Operating Conditions:

EMC test:

Operating voltage:

Connection type:

Specification

Displacement

Infinite restricted by output ripple

<±0.03% full scale, minimum ± 90 μm

<±0.005% full scale

0-10 Vdc Controller input resistance RL>5kOhm

>1.5kHz

Temperature: -40 to 75ºC (-40 to +167ºF)

Relative humidity: 90% no condensation

Ingress protection: IP67

Shock test 50 g (single hit) IEC-Standard 68-2-27

Vibration rating: 5 g/10 -2000 Hz

IEC-Standard 68-2-6

Electromagnetic emission: EN 50081-1

Electromagnetic immunity: EN 50082-2

EN 6100-4-2/3/4 Criteria A, CE qualified

+ 24 Vdc nominal (-15% or +20%)

Polarity protection: up to -30 Vdc

Overvoltage protection: up to 36 Vdc

Current drain: 50-140 mA

(stroke length dependent)

Dielectric withstand voltage: 500 Vdc

(DC ground to machine ground)

Integral cable

XRAY−S−2200−PFAXRAY−S−2200−PFA
Analog Output Feedback Sensor
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Parameters

Measured variable:

Resolution:

Non−Linearity:

Repeatability:

Outputs:

Update frequency:

Operating Conditions:

EMC test:

Operating voltage:

Connection type:

Specification

Displacement

0.1, 0.01, 0.005mm (controller dependent)

<±0.02% full scale, minimum ± 60 μm

<±0.001% full scale

Start/Stop: RS-422 differential signal (serial

parameter upload available for: measuring range,

offset, gradient and status

Controller dependent

Temperature: -40 to 75ºC (-40 to +167ºF)

Relative humidity: 90% no condensation

Ingress protection: IP67 if mating cable connector is 

correctly fitted.

Shock test 50 g (single hit) IEC-Standard 68-2-27

Vibration rating: 5 g/10 -2000 Hz

IEC-Standard 68-2-6

Electromagnetic emission: EN 50081-1

Electromagnetic immunity: EN 50082-2

EN 6100-4-2/3/4 Criteria A, CE qualified

+ 24 Vdc nominal (-15% or +20%)

Polarity protection: up to -30 Vdc

Overvoltage protection: up to 36 Vdc

Current drain: Start/Stop, 50-100 mA

(stroke length dependent)

Dielectric withstand voltage: 500 Vdc

(DC ground to machine ground)

6-pin male D60 connector

XRAY−S−2200−PFDXRAY−S−2200−PFD
Digital Output Feedback Sensor
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XRAY−S−2200−PFDXRAY−S−2200−PFD
Digital Output Feedback Sensor

Sensor parameter upload

For applications using smart sensor interfaces, the PFD sensor can provide a 
sensor parameter upload ability. This feature can replace the manual task of 
entering sensor data fro system start−up, or for system maintenance work, saving 
time and preventing possible entry errors.

The following sensor parameters are available for upload:

−Measuring range

−Offset

−Gradient (Inverse speed of sensing pulse)

−Status

These sensor specific parameters can be retrieved by the controller/interface card 
at any time, via the sensors Start/Stop signal lines.

The sensor parameter upload feature requires a RS−485/422 interface.  The data 
format is serial, 4800 Baud, 8−bit data length.  (Please consult factory for further 
details on parameter upload protocol.)
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